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INTRODUCTION

A paradigm shift is to be seen in the utility industry today. The deregulation trend is forcing

the firms to change from a long period of selling electricity to subscribers, to a time

distinguished by customer relationship building. Two strong forces strengthen and drive this

development. The first force is an increased consciousness among the consumers in what

way and how their needs should be satisfied. The social structure among household

customers keeps changing slowly. The young people of the nineties show up qualities, sets

of values, and demands that differ a lot from earlier generations. High education,

international experience, and use of material wealth give them a much broader reference

than earlier generations had. These young people begin to create a new pattern of

consumption, that contains a considerable element of own engagement. Secondly, the new

communication technology has become an important enabler for building customer

relationships  and is used more and more as a competitive weapon.

Today, the communication  between producers/distributors and consumers is at the most

one-way, or where there is any form of dialogue, it is very Spartan with big delays. The

consumers receive just general sales promotion and information without that many

possibilities to choose, to scrutinize or to give response. On the other hand, producers and

distributors have problems in apprehending all changes in the consumers' structures of needs

and in adapting their offers after that. The ideal situation for both the producer and the

consumer would be some kind of direct channel between each other in which they can

always carry a dialogue about offers and needs, independently of time and place. In

electricity companies with a million customers perhaps this seems be a utopia, but now the

communication technology is so far developed that the first full-scale experiments to build

such strategic information channels are starting in Sweden. By using the low-voltage

electricity net as a medium for sending large amounts of data signals and the opporturnities

with flexible software, e.g. intelligent agent systems, there are now possibilities to create

dialogues and offer very individual services, using the physical line every electricity

distributor is connected with their household customers (Hägg,Ygge, 1995).



The experiment is managed by a co-operation research project between Sydkraft, IBM

Utility, other sponsors  within the utility industry,  a local district distributor, and with

people from the academic area as  the research platform. EnerSearch AB has the over-all

responsibility for the project. The project's idea is to reach research results within

"Distributed computer technical infrastructures". In the end of 1996, the project aims to

establish Blekinge County in Sweden ( c 150 000 inh.) as a full-scale laboratory, to

implement a technical network for communication that also will be co-ordinated with the

plans concerning general networks for Blekinge. The energy distributor is here an important

player, whose needs for communication largely coincide with the society's IT requirements.

The project will analyse and develop solutions and functions for the distributed needs, close

to the various applications, and will co-ordinate its own needs for global communication

with the establishment of the general networks.

My part of the project is about new business strategies. The objective is to reach value-

added interaction between customers and suppliers using the information system in two-way

market communication as a strategy. It implies a closer examination how the relationships

and communications between producers/distributors and consumers can develop in the

future. What part will the consumer play, how shall the communication between the actors

be done, and what needs will this relationship marketing really satisfy? A relation demands

two parts, from which both must get added value to participate actively. The idea to lead a

continuous dialogue with a big amount of consumers simultaneously is completely new,

which also requires a new way of thinking. Business functions like strategy, marketing,

product development and both intern and extern communication will be affected and it is

also this functions' responsibility if a concentration on an interactive communication system

will be a long-term competitive advantage.

These questions need a further development in especially the areas of market

communication, consumers' decision behaviour and product/service development. The final

objective is to create a climate for superior customer value development. In a relationship

process a flow of  information is circulating between the corresponding functions. The

information will be transmitted, received, understood and possibly lead to some kind of

action from the actors who are participating. Figure 1 shows a model over this circulating



flow. This flow also includes how the extern information distributes further into both

organisations (even the household is here defined as an organisation) to other functions and

does not stop at the organisation boundary.

Therefore, the work includes an elucidation of both a holistic perspective where the

organisations' environment is examined and an internally perspective where certain functions

are focused. Practically, it means how to manage using the consumer as a strategic resource

in a strategic information system. In that perspective the questions are: What attitudes and

motives should the consumer have to contribute in this dialogue and what different

behaviours are to be expected?

Internal information
        fluid

    BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

THE FIRM HOUSEHOLDS
    External information
     fluid

    VALUE
   DEVELOP-
     MENT

Figure 1: The information flow between the business development of the firm

and the value development of the household.

What sort of customer information can be reached in this way and what is required for using

it in the value creation process? Can the work with producing service distributes more

equally between producers and consumers in the future? Also the relation in the interactive

dialogue on individual level will be examined, by scrutinise the interpersonal communication

and the individual service creation and show why a matching between the triad consumer,

producer and service is necessary to improve customer chemistry, a commercial form of

personal chemistry.



THE STRATEGIC CONTEXT OF THE DIALOGUE

The last decade, the private consumption pattern has changed. After a long recession and a

growing environmental consciousness the households have got other priorities than just

materialistic ones. People in general have a bigger conception about value and put more

resources to inform themselves about the value of offerings. The consumption has shown,

through different studies, that more experience is aimed by using different products and

services as insertion (Wikström, Elg, Johansson, 1989). A theory behind this evolution is

that products from the industrial society are almost alike and have created saturation and

they have lost the feeling of satisfaction they gave when the needs were still most

materialistic. The curiosity leading us now to seek experiences with a strain of psychological

satisfaction, which is superior to physical comfort in the end. However, the experience

consumption is not synonymic with only special products. Even products with a high grade

of necessity (like electricity) can, by fitting into an interest area - a whole - become a part in

the new experience consumption. What the matter is, is instead a question of the situation

and in what way the consumption is happening. Now, even the electricity industry has to be

aware of these changes. A competitive strategy tries to gather information through a

dialogue about the individual consumers' preferences and in which context they want to use

electricity. Instead of being just an electricity supplier, the firm can then use the information

for delivery comfort, a whole set of services for the household's convenience at home.

Until this last decade the firms in the electricity industry have totally been production

oriented. These organisations focused their energies on changing consumers' minds to fit the

products. Now, the consumers have got more power over their suppliers and the firms have

to show an increasing humility towards their consumers. To be successful, firms must adapt

the importance of value for the consumer and instead with the consumer find out which

product and service improvements that lead the consumer closer to its more overall goal,

for instance comfort or cost savings. It defines a distinct organisation culture that puts the

customer in focus in all strategically  and operationally thinking. In cases of adopting this

framework, it has shown a superior performance (Hooley, Lynch, Shepard, 1990).

In the theory of customer orientation, a more general view of the customers is left, still

looking at the customers as a mass, an entity. The efforts of the marketing functions to

individualise the offers have just reached a rather rough segmentation, like mass



customisation (Davis, 1987, Pine, 1993). This means starting from standardised products to

creating variations with help of a more flexible production system.

Figure 2: From production orientation to a dialogue, a different view of segmentation

Figure 2 illustrates how the customer orientation can begin to be more individual adjusted

with the technology this project emanates from. With the communication technology the

strategic aim of the firm can pass the earlier so distinct line between general measures

towards mass market and specific measures towards the individual consumers. It changes

not only the form of market communication, but also its content. From a one-to-all

communication, now the step towards an one-to-one communication is possible to take, to

create a real dialogue. By creating a dialogue between producers and consumers and by

reaching the competence to utilize the information from it, this can be the way to turn

around the whole way of thinking about customer orientation. Instead of moving from a



mass of consumers to a rough segmentation, the firms can start from every consumer's

demand and then create segments from customer groups with similar desires. The biggest

difference will be in the consumers' impression about the firm's ambition to satisfy the

individual's desires. To always get just what he or she needs and feels oneself as an active

part in the production system. In future such development could even lead to an interactive

network of producers and consumers, carrying a multiway communication, a pluralogue.

THE CONSUMER AS A STRATEGIC RESOURCE

In a customer oriented organisational culture it should be naturally to view the customer as

a resource. By building a trustful relation to have the customer to contribute its knowledge

and share its experiences, the information could then be used for continuously bringing

value to the strategic business development. The focus and objective in this study will be the

value spiral, where the communicative flow of information will move from the firm out to

one consumer, and after interpretation and analyse, back to the firm again, but also the

reverse, and by that increase the value for both actors gradually. Such a flow without

disturbances, I will call an ideal dialogue.

The traditional approach views the customer as a passive partner, whose needs are only

being satisfied, generally, through rather standardised products. The transactions between

the partners are seen as discrete, without consideration to the context in which the

transaction takes part. Instead, an interaction approach is taken, where both parts are

equally active (IMP Group, 1982). The content in the transactions is designed, more after

the partners' individual needs, and a separate transaction is only a small part in an ongoing

development process of the relation and therefore has to be seen in both a historical and a

future perspective. The interaction approach also views the transactions in a social context.

It involves studying, except pure economic exchanges, also the partner's part casting,

responsibility, power dividing, insecurity, trust, expectations etc. and how these change over

time. Especially important for this work is to study the communication patterns established

between the organisations as a whole and between different parts. The objective with this

approach is not only to focus on receiving new business partners, but also to be able to keep

the relations with the partners, who have opportunities to bring long-term value to the



organisation. The essence of the approach is to create trust and commitment (Morgan,

Hunt, 1994). In this study the interaction approach constitutes a framework for how to

examine the relationship between producers and consumers. Both perspectives raise

questions, which answers are important for the understanding of how to build the ideal

dialogue. I want to divide the examination of the relationship into three parts, the economic

exchange, the social relation, and the communication patterns that are created between the

actors by the first two parts.

The social relationship between producer and consumer

As a producer or distributor it is important to understand the consumer's attitude to both

the firm and the offerings, and to follow the development of the consumer's needs. Also

what is conclusive at decisions and which factors that can effect the decisions. Today,

consumer firms have to depend on market surveys and eventually a customer contact

department receiving complaints. These channels can impossible give the entire

understanding, the firm has to guess much and depend on intention and good marketing.

With the new communication technology, it is possible to reach a greater and more

precisely amount information exchange faster, but also segmenting consumers into more

and smaller groups out from information needs and product use. The objective is that every

individual will represent a segment and the organisation has the competence to understand

and interpret every individual's information exchange. With competence I mean the

understanding for the knowledge level of the consumer, technical system, structure, values,

and norms, how the decision process of the consumer looks like, and then be able to

transfer all that to increased value for the consumer. This understanding makes an

antecedent, but also a result of, what I will call, customer chemistry.  The word chemistry

should be interpreted as a positive reaction or feeling between two partners. It could be

strengthened under propitious relations, but also disappear if disturbances arise.

To improve this customer chemistry and reach the ideal dialogue depends much on the

consumers' attitude and how the producer can motivate them to participate in interactive

communication. The most fundamental motives to participate in a dialogue lay in the

consumer's judge of needs frequency - how often repurchase is expected to happen,



uncertainty - how much and what type of uncertainty the purchases are associated with, and

specific investments - in what extension the consumer needs other products, services, or

information to use the purchases (Williamsson, Sjöstrand, Johansson, 1989). After that,

more qualitative values come in, like apprehending the other party, trust, and expectations.

A shift towards a more customer oriented organisation means also to prepare the consumers

for new conditions. Perhaps many consumers will be sceptical at the producer's sudden

charm offensive or will be disturbed by contributing in surveys and give their point of views

of products, level of service, and such else (Lindbom,1995). To keep the consumers

informed during the whole development process, the consumers could gain the maturity

needed to accept a new behaviour from the producer. Continuous information during the

implementation, gives also better conditions of a dialogue in order to be felt "genuine".

That means the firm has to show they have a real interest of what the consumers are

thinking. If the consumer only apprehends the dialogue as a new way of selling, they will

drop out quite soon. Management and employees have to have a faith and a willingness to

listen to the consumers seriously and take in viewpoints and experiences of the consumers.

Motivations to participate in the interactive communication build on that the consumer

receiving some kind of reward that is related to performance. The reward has to be visible

in a clear way and has to be of such value for the consumer that it creates a natural incentive

to participate in the dialogue. Compared with the organisation's internal dialogue the

consumer can't be pushed to any activity, the motivations have to come from voluntaries

and from enticement of the reward. The content of the reward could be, for instance,

increase control over delivery, time savings, or monetary savings (Bowen, 1986).

Motivation also depends on capability. Those, who have not grown up with electronics and

computers can feel it difficult to use them, and it could be both knowledge gap and

emotional obstacles, like fear, to force (Gummesson, 1995). A great responsibility lies on

the producer, including to educate and make opportunities for training at the

implementation of the techniques, and then at every new established relation. Nevertheless,

at first rather big differences of degree have to be allowed between different consumers'

activity. Historical, during the years most technology innovations have been met by people

with some scepticism (Nowak, 1971). Therefore, it is important to not ignore already



existing information flows, but to let old and new channels work parallel during some time

and also put the information flows into a wider context.

The change from being a passive consumer to act actively, demands much from an

individual. The firm has to be conscious about this and has to support this in different ways.

A rather simple way to begin changing the classic roles between producers and consumers

and motivating them towards more actively participating, could be to give every consumer

their own contact person by the producer. Even if the daily communication will be affected

by some technical medium, it could feel safe to "personify" the contact through connecting

the whole relation to a name. The name can then be contacted if required even outside the

boundaries of the information system. For the consumer contact, the whole responsibility

means to be responsible for selling and for handling problems against the terms of sale,

agreed at contract signing. This will result in a decreased risk for "overselling",  and a better

motive to also express the small print at arriving the agreement or buying, what the firm

perhaps will lose in sales this way, instead will win with satisfied customers in the long-

term.

When the consumer has been more active, there is a possibility to view the consumer as a

co-producer of some services (Mills & Morris, 1986).  Co-production between organisation

and consumer is a rather new theory formation. In this context, the consumer is not only a

demand source, but also a production input source as its information, physical presence and

labour (Larsson, Bowen, 1989). With different words, for the consumer involves the

purchase of many services both consumption and production. To let the consumer do some

tasks in the service production process could both increase the efficiency, but also the

consumer satisfaction, because the consumer feels that quality increases with increased

control (Larsson, Bowen, 1989). Great opportunities for co-production exist also in this

project's technical network, because of its capacity for contact into every household.

Through building up individual consumer or household profiles together, the consumer can,

oneself or automatically, regulate parts of the service production. For example, it could be

the electricity distributor's automatic regulation of hot water or heat after demand or paying

bills by giro from the home computer.



Before involving in a business relationship or in a buying process, the customer has some

sort of expectation about what kind of role to play in the service production. In the same

way the producer has some demand for competence and capability by the consumer, to

make co-production possible. To get the quality to be satisfactory and reach the ideal

dialogue, matching is needed between both parts expectations. To decrease the risk for

misfits, the producer must clearly declare which roles the consumer has to choose between.

The behaviour of the consumer in the social relationship depends thoroughly on needs and

expectations. The needs can be solved in many ways, from a do-it-yourself attitude to

purchasing a full-service package. Nevertheless, not only the needs,  but also the desires

about how the needs will be solved, control the choice of suppliers. Together they create

the expectations of the consumer. Every consumer has different expectations and the faster

a producer understands these expectations, the bigger chance the relationship has to

survive. If something does not work in the relationship, it depends either on a mismatch

between needs and offerings, or on the communication. Improvements can only be done

through better communication. Therefore, the ideal dialogue is so important to achieve.

Communication patterns

To keep the and to bind together motives, expectations, needs, and desires on a long-term,

surviving entirety, it demands communication between the partners. The communication

pattern could be seen as glue that joins them together. The clearer and simpler pattern, the

easier is the relationship to handle for both parts. The pattern contains the iterative

communication flow circulating between the parts as well as the norms and rules that are

valid for the present communication channel. In this project, with a strategic information

system as the channel, it is of special interest to study not only the different steps in the

flow, but also the expected technical communication behaviour of the consumer. Otherwise,

the social relationship can in this place stand and fall with the consumer's capability to

communicate in such channels.

The iterative communication flow involves many different steps (Wiio, 1976). At first, the

sender must have needs to communicate. Has, then, the sender the capability to



communicate, the message will be transmitted to a joint language or code. Concurrently

with designing of the message, a choice of communication channel to the receiver, has to be

made. It is important that the message and the media cooperate to reach an optimal effect.

A new communication technology  and the demand for an interactive contact raise many

new factors that  affect the choice. If the receiver has capabilities to receive the message, an

interpretation of it follows. The interpretation is divided in selection, comprehension, and

judgement compared with earlier experiences. Disturbances of both physical and

psychological causes often exist, which have to be reduced if the communication will be

succeedful.  For companies with long-term relationships with their customers, it will be

more important to try understanding these disturbance causes and to analyse how to avoid

them. Finally, the feedback will, in the first hand, insure the sender that the information has

been received and rightfully interpreted. Secondly, the feedback in an ideal dialogue might

give some creative response that reflects the opinion of the receiver. The feedback is an

important part of the communication process, which is often forgotten. It is also the basis

for the dialogue, without participation it is still a monologue.

During the implementation of communication technology, the adoption process could be the

critical factor for success. Technology acceptance varies a lot between different individuals

depending on both personal, demographic, and environment factors. Examinations at

implementing ATMs, made by Gabbot (1995), show for instance that especially

environmental reactions, tolerance for risks, perceived switching costs, loss of

autonomy/control, and perceived ability to use the technology, were the important factors

to decide to use the technology for an individual starting. The technology demands a need

for a more active participation in the form of pushing bottoms, insert information to the

system etc. With that the individual apprehends that the services may change forms and

even decrease. Consequently, large flexibility may be allowed with a whole spectrum from

full-service to self-service alternatives.

The ideal dialogue must have as objective, to try to eliminate all these factors, partly

through developing the communication channel, a rather technical problem, but also with

the sender's design of the information. With that the circular flow has come to an end and

the process can start all over again. One other dimension can now be introduced to the



flow, quality. Then, the circle can be transformed to a spiral and the height of the spiral

reflects the increased value of exchange and information by the actors and a continuous

increase of the circumference, an increased integration between the parts of the relationship.

Value development

The motive for companies to establish this two-way communication is to create a

continuous increased value for the consumer, so that the relationship between consumer and

producer will last and form a stable source of income. With the logic of co-production, the

traditional production chain's sequential lines break off and begin to go into each other in

both time and space (Wikström et al, 1994).The production is flexible, made after

customers' desires, and with consideration to situation, need, and interest. What is

produced, is seldom restricted to a product or a service, even not a combination of them,

but something more complex and difficult to define. By means of the bigger amount of

knowledge the producer gets access to via the ideal dialogue, the three factors in the value

creation, quality, time, and costs, can be affected positively, likewise the firm's entire

competitiveness.

What kind of information can the consumers contribute with through a strategic information

system, and what value has the information compared with the information that comes from

present channels? Is it worth the investments that needs to establish the dialogue? In the

end, the answers to these questions are decisive, whether the firms in the future are going to

invest in strategic information systems connected to their consumers. Despite the fact that

customer information is worthless according to the principles of accountancy, for all them

who work with creating, gathering, sorting, storage, transmitting, re-analysing, and use

customer information, it has a value and has to be one of the most important long-term

asset for the firm. Information to be exchanged can be of two types. The information can be

included as the essence for a service, where the information will be a commodity and gets its

own price. Information can also be more "abstract" and not be given any real value before it

has been used in anyone's decision process or value development. It is principally the

content and the value of the abstract information, that is the source of uncertainty. With

uncertainty is meant  the consumer's demand and the consumer's participation in the



production process. Then, how can the consumer express this in an easy way? It depends on

the design of the communication flow and opportunities in the technical system.

MATCHING BETWEEN INFORMATION, PRODUCER, AND CONSUMER

In the context of co-production and value creation the consumers could be seen as the firms

human resources. In the moments they interact, a strategy is needed, as well as for the

ordinary employees, for how consumers' work should be designed, selected, motivated, and

trained (Larsson, Svensson, Ulvenblad, 1993). Individuals, no matter being employees or

consumers, distinguish in their experience, motives, values, cognitive styles, emotional

patterns, interpersonal skills, etc. and therefore they have different requirements to fit into

different roles and environments. The human resource theory has developed methods for

matching individuals and jobs, and different individuals, but almost ignored the possibility

using such methods for matching between customers and employees and their roles in the

services production. My hypothesis is that such methods could be used for such matching

and they can be a method from which the whole ideal dialogue can be developed. Is this is

possible,  the producers or distributors have a method for producing customer chemistry

with all their consumers no matters if they are a hundred or a million.

In the ideal dialogue, the principally treatment and usage of information is the main focus

for the matching between consumers, producers, and the service production. Driver's

decision style model (Driver, Brousseau, Hunsaker, 1993) represents therefore a particular

suitable individual difference typology for matching between these factors, according to an

information processing view (Larsson, Svensson, Ulvenblad, 1993). The model views two

aspects of decision making that appear to provide this differences in style, information use

and focus. These factors capture two stages of decision making, analysing the situation and

formulating a solution. The factors are completely independent of each other. These two

aspects and two stages form a matrix of five  decision styles, the decisive, the flexible, the

hierarchic, the integrative, and the systemic.

These decision style characteristics provide the necessary base for applications  to improve

communication, planning, goal settings, leader ship style, and team building within and



between different organisations (Driver et al, 1993). By classifying the partners of a

relationship, a greater understanding can be created about why conflicts arise and how to

avoid them People with different decision styles communicate and absorb information at

different rates and quantities and use different techniques to influence others. To avoid such

difficulties and misunderstandings is it necessary to change the way one own's style is

leading and instead try to meet other people's styles. If the other part is unconscious about

her communication style, the burden to improve personal chemistry lies on your

communication. That demands flexibility and capability to adaptation.

Given that uncertainty, information, and personal interaction are key characteristics for the

ideal dialogue, the Driver Decision Style model offers a comprehensive logic for strategic

matching of producers, consumers and their dialogue about the service production design.

Communicative matching is hampered by lack of knowledge of customer decision styles as

well as the customer being less amenable to adjustment, which leaves the full responsibility

of achieving customer chemistry to the producer's organisation. The customer's decision

styles can be approximated through different techniques, one being unobtrusive

measurement by questionnaires where customers are asked what they think about the

services in such ways that salient decision style items are included. This technique is

primarily relevant to specific, potentially long-term customer relationships of sufficient value

to the organisation to make such investments worthwhile (Larsson et al, 1993).

Compered with the service production eye-to-eye, should the customer's communication in

a strategic information system not be matched against an individual employee's decision

style. Instead, the interactive communication flow, information content, offering, interface

etc. will match every consumer's (or household's) decision style. The interactive

communication flow will be divided into three matching processes. First, the design of the

communication flow, which will replace front-office employees, has to match every

consumer, market communication matching. Second, the more physical information and

services also have to match the customer's decision style, value development matching.

Finally, the communication flow has to match both the information and the services,

business development matching. This creates a triad for dialogue matching. The purpose of



these matching are to guide the producer, to improve the dialogue towards a continuous

development of more value effective offerings.

CONCLUSIONS

The further purpose is now to test empirically the method for matching between producer,

consumer, and offering in the project's technical network, as a strategy for value creating

market communication for electricity producers/distributors. The first part of the experiment

involves  ca 100 private house households (my home included) within the same transformer

station. They all use electricity as main heating source. My work will be to elaborate a

questionnaire that continuously follows up motives, attitudes, behaviours, and desires of the

consumers, and to support the distributor's organisation to match these individual qualities

with fitting marketing dialogues and offerings and improve the customer chemistry. It is my

belief that this kind of relationship marketing would lead to greater marketing productivity

by making it more effective and efficient.  This in turn would lead to a greater willingness

and ability among marketers to engage in and maintain long-term relationships with

consumers. On a higher societal level the electricity suppliers now have, by using their

unique technical access to all consumers within an area, a great opportunity to be the

forerunners and the pioneers into the new paradigm of the  "demand society".
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Administration area is "Information Economy".



Her research project is one of nine sub-projects in "The ISES Project" (Information-

Society-Energy-System), financed and managed by EnerSearch AB, a research company

owned by Sydkraft and IBM Utility. Her sub-project is called New Business Strategies, with

the theme: Strategies for two-way customer and market communication by means of

interactive information systems.

Maria Passby's formal background is first eight years work experiences as a chemistry

engineer before she 1990 made a decision to begin study economy and business

administration. 1994 she began her research studies, which is expected to finish in december

1999.


